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NEVE SHALOM
By Gerald Zelizer

From Our Rabbi….Eric Rosin

O

ne of the primary characteristics of the
way we read literature or watch
narratives on television or in the movies is
that our secular stories are, for the most part,
linear. The plots begin with the exploration
of certain tensions and conflicts and build
towards
resolution.
Our
greatest
understanding of the “story” almost always
comes at the very end. There’s a reason why
Orson Welles doesn’t open the movie
“Citizen Kane” with the name of the sled and
that George Lucas doesn’t reveal Luke’s parentage until the closing scenes of “The
Empire Strikes Back”.
When we read through the Torah,
however, we almost always know how the
story will end. When I mention in a sermon
that Noah’s flood eventually recedes, that
Abraham doesn’t follow through with the
sacrifice of Isaac or that Moses never enters
the Promised Land I have yet to be
interrupted by someone in the congregation
shouting, “Spoiler alert! Don’t ruin it for me!”
Nevertheless, like most rabbis and most
Jews, I find reading the Torah nothing less
than thrilling. The difference is that the
excitement doesn’t come from a surprising
ending. It comes instead from new insights
that appear from the same passages that we
read every year. Perhaps the best example of
this is the account of God’s revelation on
Mount Sinai.
As a child, the spectacle of the Israelites
trembling at the foot of Mount Sinai as the
top of mountain is engulfed by smoke and
clouds and lightning that can be heard and
thunder which communicates the word of
God provides enough excitement to
overshadow even the computer generated

images and bone-shaking soundtracks of the
most action packed superhero movie.
But if the power of the Torah were
limited to these dramatic “visuals” their
potency would diminish as we matured. You
may remember the spectacle of the movie
“The Ten Commandments” or “The Prince of
Egypt”, but when is the last time you actually
watched them or even thought about them?
The thrill of a dramatic adventure story is, by
its very nature deeply moving, and also
ephemeral.
My experience, though, is that every
year the resonance of the revelation deepens
as different insights emerge from the text
and
from
the
different
rabbinic
commentaries that I discover.
My
understanding of this event has been
permanently altered by the midrashic
tradition that when God spoke at Sinai, every
Israelite heard something different. The
rabbis explain that, just as when God
sustained our forbearers in the wilderness
with the gift of manna, God made the manna
taste different to each person so that each
person would experience it as their favorite
food, when God spoke at Sinai, even though
the words were the same, each Israelite
heard something different. Every person
heard what they were able to understand
and what they most needed to hear.
For years my understanding of an open,
creative and evolving Judaism has been
bolstered by this rabbinic reading.
If
everyone who legitimately heard God’s voice
perceived something different, then no one
person, no matter how clever or learned can
claim to understand the totality of God’s will.
They can only understand one articulation of

those words from
Sinai. In order to
fully
understand
what happened on
that day, we would
have to speak to
each Israelite and
comprehend the individual experience of every
single person who stood at the foot of that
mountain on that day and then assemble all of
those accounts into one kaleidoscopic
theology. Short of that, our best strategy is to
respect all of the different interpretations that
have been passed down through the
generations: the legalistic ones, the artistic
ones, the spiritual ones, the communal ones
and so on.
This year, as I contemplate the revelation
once again in the context of watching Sam’s
use of language develop and flourish (often
most dramatically when telling stories to
forestall bedtime), the significance of the
revelation has shifted once more. I realize that
it may not be sufficient to only listen to all of
the different understandings of God’s will. As
Jen and I revel in Sam’s evolving ability to
express himself, we see that simply listening
may be too passive.
This year, as I prepare once again to expound on the verses in the Book of Exodus that
relate the experience of standing before Sinai,
my perception of that moment is once again
transformed. I still experience this passage as
an imperative to listen carefully to each
person’s experience of God as a way to enhance my own understanding of God’s will.
But this year I also understand this scene as a
metaphor for the sacred enterprise of building
(continued on page 8)
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Several special services

T

here are so many special services happening in the coming weeks. In addition to
daily morning minyan, every Friday evening and Shabbat morning and afternoon we
will be featuring special prayer programs and prayer leaders.



Dinner & Service: Friday, March 6 and April 3 — we will have our monthly delicious
Shabbat dinner and the lively service which includes many prayers led by our students.
Please make reservations by the previous Tuesday afternoon.
 Purim Evening: Monday, March 9 at 5:30 pm — we will sell pizza dinner. Please order in
advance. At 6:00 pm an abbreviated Megillah reading will include parts sung by teens,
posters by our Religious School, songs led by the Hazzan, dances led by Miriam Dobin,
interactive games and quizzes by the Rabbi and a costume parade for all of the children.
USY will sell pasta groggers for $2 per box. Hamantaschen will be served at 7:00 pm and
at 7:15 pm the complete Megillah reading will begin. Wear costumes and have a fun time
as we fulfill the important mitzvah of hearing the Megillah.
 Tot Shabbat: On Friday, March 13, Rabbi Rosin and Hazzan Levin will lead an engaging
and lively set of songs and prayers geared to families with younger children. The program
begins at 6:00 pm.
 Yoga Minyan: On Saturday, March 13 at 10:15 am, Wendy Kushner will continue our
“Shabbat with a Twist” series by leading yoga with connections to many of the prayers.
Chair positions will be available or you can bring your own yoga mat and a towel. There is
no charge.
 Men’s Club Shabbat: Saturday, March 21 — the morning service will be led mostly by
members of our Men’s Club. A kiddush luncheon will follow.
 Sisterhood and Hadassah Shabbat: Saturday, March 28 — the morning service will be
led mostly by members of our Sisterhood and Hadassah group. A kiddush luncheon will
follow.
USY/Teen Shabbat: Saturday, April 4 — a number of our teens will participate in the morning service. If any teen is interested in a part but does not yet have one, please contact
Hazzan@NeveShalom.net
We look forward to many wonderful services and hope you attend as often as you can.

Mildred Howitt,
mother of Larry Howitt
Robert Kussner,
our member and husband of
Carole Kussner
Brenda Dessel,
our member and wife of
Irving Dessel

N

eve Shalom continues to support the efforts of Jewish Family Service of
Middlesex County to help the needy by collecting food for the Kosher Food
Pantry. Food donations may be left at the synagogue in the closet near the stairs next
to the stage. USY will be collecting a different item each month to be donated. Please
watch Neve Now! for more information. Thank you for supporting these efforts!
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From the Synagogue President
By Andrea L. Colby

A

s I write to you today, we are at the very
beginning of February. We held our
mid-year congregational meeting late last
month, at which we reviewed what’s been
happening the last few months and gave a
preview of our work for the next six months.
The meeting was well-attended and we had
presentations from many of our officers.
Here is a synopsis of some of what we
discussed.
Our leadership vision is to maintain our
viability and sustainability as a center of
Jewish life for the foreseeable future. Of
paramount importance is to maintain our
financial viability as well as viability as a
community. This entails looking beyond our
walls to the larger Jewish community in our
area. We are forging bonds with the JCC and
Temple Emanu-El, building upon programs
we already had in place as of last June and
expanding upon them.
As mentioned in my weekly messages, a
few of us attended the United Synagogue
convention in Boston in December. One of
the things we learned there was that building
and maintaining our community depends
upon engaging people and engaging people
depends upon being open to programs that
our community members propose and bring
to fruition with leadership’s support. We
gave credit at the meeting to several
members of our community for having the
courage and passion to bring a few of these
programs to life: the beautiful Shir b’Yachad
Friday night singing service, thanks to Stacey
Sern, began in December and was done
again January. Judy Richman and Susan
Levinson ably piloted the Community Café
program in September, which was
well-attended and highly-regarded.
On
January 11, we held a Casino Night and
Auction fundraiser thanks to Jacqui Komisar
and her team of Jacci Danizger, Joanna
Koster and Liz London. These are just three
examples! So please keep coming up with
ideas, grab a couple of friends and come to
us and we will support you in bringing your
concepts to fruition.
We held our first community
conversation
directed
to
potential
relationship with Temple Emanu-El three
weeks ago and we had a spirited and
interesting dialogue with about 45 members
of our community. Here is an overview of
what we discussed: as you probably know,
Temple Emanu-El reached agreement with
the hospital to sell their property and are

now determining where they will go next.
We are continuing to speak with them about
an affiliation that may include their sharing
our property in some way.
We have
embarked upon a process to determine
whether such a co-location might be
possible, which includes hearing from our
community about how we feel regarding this
type of opportunity. Just so you are aware,
TEE is considering other potential
opportunities and has engaged a consultant
to help them in this determination. We are
scheduling additional conversation dates.
Please try to attend—it is vital that we hear
from you about how you are feeling about
this opportunity, whether you are
enthusiastic or not.
Over the next few months, the board
and executive committee will go through the
budgeting process; we are also looking at
security best practices and at our schools.
With respect to capital improvements, our
Building Committee has made some priority
determinations with respect to the use of the
funds already raised to repair our building,
with fixing the roof, taking care of the
restrooms and improving our acoustical
system being the most urgent areas to
address.
At our meeting, we informed the
community that we are putting our Planning
Initiative project on pause for a few months.
We received input during our solicitations
during the fall that our community members
are concerned about certain issues that are
influencing their motivation to give to this
effort, among them: our discussions with
Temple Emanu-El, our budget and our
security needs. The Planning Initiative team
is circulating a communication and an FAQ
sheet about this decision. We anticipate that
the Planning Initiative will start up again in
the fall and will be completed on or before
June 2021.
Many thanks to all of our volunteers,
from our Executive Committee to our Board
of
Directors to every single person who
gives of their time, finances or energy to
making Neve Shalom work!
We are encouraging everyone to come
to an event, or a meeting in an area that
interests you, bring a friend, see what’s
happening here. We are open to new ideas
that address new needs—this is our investment in our future. We will continue to keep
you posted on our progress! See you soon!
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Neve Shalom would like to thank the
following people for chanting Torah
during the month of January.
T=Teen, JR=Junior
Torah Readers
Jonah Alter ...................................JR1
Francesca Brinen .........................JR1
Jake Bullock .................................3
Andrea Colby ...............................1
Lawrence Dombrow ....................10
Eric Goldman ...............................1
Rosalie Green...............................5
Bruce Greenberg..........................5
Julia Israel ....................................JR1
Miriam Kafker ..............................2
Rena Kallman ...............................4
Sarah Kauffman-Liroff ..................JR1
Sidney Krane ................................1
Lauren Michlin .............................1
Aron Richman ..............................2
Mark Rosenfield ...........................23
Michele Rosenfield ......................12
Daniel Rushefsky ..........................1
Logan Schuetz ..............................T2
Brian Schuetz ...............................T1
Stacey Sern ..................................2
Haftarah

Sidney Krane
Mark Rosenfield
Logan Schuetz .................... T
Larry Wineberg
Ashrei
Aaron Grubman................... JR

Please remember Neve Shalom with
a gift in your will, trust, retirement
account or life insurance policy.
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Early Childhood Center News

Religious School News

By Judy Slutzky, Director, Early Childhood

By Miriam Dobin, Religious School Director

M

any of the parents of our Early
Childhood Center enjoyed a Sunday
evening out when their children made crafts
and ate pizza with a few members of the
staff. This has become an annual event and
the
parents
look
forward
to
this
special
time.
The children are preparing for Purim. Younger students will be
learning the story of the holiday through puppetry and songs, in
addition to reading numerous age-appropriate Purim books. They are
excited to create their own groggers and masks and can’t wait to share
their class Purim mural. The Pre-K class will also hear the story of
Purim, be introduced to the customs of the holiday and become
familiar with the names of Esther, Ahasueros, Mordechai and Haman.
Other activities will include baking hamantaschen, singing Purim songs
and having a costume party.
The children will fulfill the mitzvah of Mishloach Manot and read
a child friendly version of the Megillah. Our younger students will then
join the whole congregation for our service on Monday, March 8. After
enjoying pizza, they will listen to an abbreviated version of the
Megillah. Singing and dancing will be incorporated before they participate in a costume parade. A short intermission with refreshments will
occur before the service will continue and the whole Megillah will be
read.

M

e-sheh-nich-nas Adar Marbim B'simcha/ when the month
of Adar enters, we are full of happiness! The Hebrew
month of Adar usually falls in February or March and as we all
know, the most joyous time of the year is PURIM!
We will begin our fun while visiting the JCC in Edison to enjoy
a pre-Purim carnival.
Our talmidim/ students have been very busy learning the
Purim story as well as preparing posters depicting each of the ten
chapters of Megillat Esther/The scroll (story) of Esther. These will
be explained by the students on Purim evening during services.
We've also been learning many songs and dances for this joyous
chag/holiday.
The fun continues on Purim day, March 10 while at Religious
School. We will be fulfilling the 4 mitzvot/ commandments of
Purim:
1. Megillat Esther - telling the story through a puppet show
2. Seudat Mitzvah - Enjoying a festive meal; bagels, spreads and
hamantaschen!
3. Mishloach Manot - gifts of food to neighbors. We'll give out
pretty food packages to all our children.
4. Matanote La'evyonim - gifts to the needy, tzedakah. Seventh
grade will discuss two video clips with grades 3-6. The school
will choose which of the two options will receive the tzedakah
we have collected over the year.
Chag Purim sameach to all!

Florence Levine, or “Feigy”, as many
know her, was surprised to learn that
she has been a member of Neve
Shalom for eighteen years. She was a
member of the Colonia temple, and
moved to Neve Shalom before Colonia
became a part of the Neve Shalom family. She is very happy at Neve
Shalom and wished she had joined sooner.
Feigy makes the trip from Monroe, where she moved from Colonia a
number of years ago, to Metuchen on many Saturdays for Shabbat services.
She also helps with kiddush, by making phone calls to help find volunteers
when they are needed.
Feigy has two children, a daughter and a son. She has been blessed
with two grandchildren, aged three and 28. She recently made a tallit in our
Sisterhood loom room for her three year old grandchild.
Feigy is involved in many activities in the Monroe community. She is a
member of the Pomegranate Guild of Judaic Needlework, where members
create and share many beautiful types of needlework. She is also a member
of the League of Woman Voters, and a book club. In her spare time she
practices chair yoga, a simple, low impact form of yoga.
Feigy “finds Neve Shalom a very warm and friendly community. It is a
community and that’s what I like about it”.
Please come celebrate our Chai (18), double Chai (36), and triple Chai
(54) year members on April 18 at our Saturday morning Shabbat services.
Without our loyal members, we would not have Neve Shalom, our Jewish
home.
By Melissa Boxer
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Ritual Reality
By Bruce R. Levin, Vice President, Ritual

I

Men’s Club Minute
By Lawrence Dombrow, Men’s Club President

W

ith March, of course, comes Spring. Spring is historically associated
with baseball or cleaning. I am going to go with baseball over cleaning.
Spring Training (which actually begins in February) has a long history.
According to one source, the best evidence points to Spring Training first taking place in 1870, when the Cincinnati Red Stockings and the Chicago White
Stockings held organized baseball camps in New Orleans. Others say the first
Spring Training was in 1888, when the Washington Capitals held a four-day
camp in Jacksonville (a precursor to Florida being the primary location of
Spring Training?). Regardless of the origin, it is a staple of Spring, when every
fan can be optimistic about their team’s chances and everyone starts with a
clean slate.
The Hebrew word for Spring is Aviv, which in the Torah is also another
name for the Hebrew month of Nissan, which this year begins March 26. We
will announce the new month at Shabbat Services on March 21, which,
coincidentally, is Men’s Club Shabbat. We look forward to having our Men’s
Club lead our community in the services. Please join us.
We have a few events coming up in April. On April 19, we will host our
annual Pasta Night. Come join us as we get our fill of pasta after Pesach. I am
confident our kitchen crew, led by Keith Boxer and Marc Sessler, will make it a
wonderful culinary experience. And this year will we have the added bonus of
honoring Lon Dobbs for all of his hard work for the Men’s Club and Neve
Shalom. On a more serious note, Yom Hashoah also falls in April. The Men’s
Club will again be distributing yellow candles for all to light to commemorate
the Six Million lost during the Holocaust. We encourage everyone to
participate in committing to remember.
Again, I want to emphasize that our general membership meetings take
place the first Thursday evening of each month, unless there is a conflict.
Please join us and share your thoughts about the direction of the Men’s Club.
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n just a little more than a week, Jews will celebrate the
holiday of Purim with all of the traditional elements:
reading the Megillah (including the noisy obliteration of “you
know who’s” name), partaking in the mitzvah of Mishloach
Manot, consuming tasty hamantaschen, and maybe even a
little imbibing of strong drink. Purim is lots of fun in the
present day but we should all look back on the ancient
events that occurred in the 4th century B.C.E. and
remember the actions that our ancestors took to succeed in
defeating the foe determined to destroy us in Persia where
the story takes place.
But what can we learn from the story that is relevant
today? Quite a bit actually, especially in the times we are
living in right now. Haman’s actions were prompted by his
hate for the Jewish people, what we would typically think of
as anti-Semitism. And while we have battled anti-Semitism
for centuries, it has rarely felt so virulent in our own times as
it is right now in our own nation. While the 4th century
B.C.E. in Persia seems like a distant memory, recent events
are now in the 21st century in the United States of America!
The current important exhibition about the Auschwitz death
camps at the Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living
Memorial to the Holocaust uses a promotional tag line “Not
Long Ago, Not Far Away” to remind us of a similar message.
We are actually never all that removed from the forces that
can do harm to the Jewish people.
In Bari Weiss’ recent important book, How to Fight
Anti-Semitism, she quotes another writer, Dara Horn, who
argues that all anti-Semitism can be divided into either
“Purim anti-Semitism” or “Chanukah anti-Semitism.” In the
case of Chanukah anti-Semitism, Weiss recounts the 2nd
century B.C.E. events in which the governing regime
criminalized all expressions of Judaism with the goal to
eliminate the Jewish civilization. She makes the case for this
form of anti-Semitism as being particularly insidious because
it typically involves Jews themselves participating in their
own destruction as was the case in the Chanukah story and
the Spanish Inquisition.
But I am more immediately worried about Purim
anti-Semitism. In this form, an unambiguous goal of killing
all Jews is the primary motivation. And this, quite frankly, is
the type that we have seen recently in Pittsburgh. If Jews
are simply eliminated, as was the case in the systematic
manner of the Nazi regime as well as Haman’s intended
plan in the story of Purim, then our continued existence is in
danger. To that end, synagogues like Neve Shalom are
actively engaged today in evaluating and planning to do
what is possible to protect our congregations from violence
that might lead to our destruction, much as Mordechai and
Esther did when they were faced with a growing threat in
their community.
The theme of anti-Semitism in the story of Purim is
overwhelming. The story ends with our survival but only
because the protagonists assert themselves actively to quell
the impending doom. We must continue to do the same in a
world in which we find ourselves in circumstances not
unlike those who have come before us.
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Kadima b’Yachad Update
This year we pay tribute to Steven Schneider and Cory and
Stanley Schneider. These very special individuals have contributed
much to our synagogue and community. Now we have the chance to
express our gratitude. We invite you to contribute generously to this
year's Commemorative Tribute Journal and to attend the gala
luncheon on Sunday, May 3 at 1:00 pm.

T

he Board of Directors and the Kadima b’Yachad Planning Initiative
leadership team are excited about the success we have had to this
point. During the conversations we have had with many families in our
community, we have been asked some challenging questions about
where we are and what the future holds. As we don’t yet have all the
information we need on some of these questions and we need to
complete more of the work going forward, the Neve Shalom Board of
Directors decided to pause the Planning Initiative for 8-12 months
until such time as we have more clarity about what the future of Neve
Shalom holds and what our physical plant needs will be.
Since we began this journey in 2016, our world has changed.
Security has always been important and due to recent incidents, it has
become a much more pressing issue and could have significant
impacts on our budgets going forward. For the past year, we have
been meeting with Temple Emanu-El and exploring opportunities to
work much more closely with them. Finally, the impact that the
deficits in our budget have had on our community’s willingness to
donate to the Planning Initiative has become more clear. We are
pausing the Initiative until we have more information about these
important issues and can provide the answers that our community
deserves and demands.

Please watch your mail for more details.
If you have any questions please contact:
Kenneth Braverman -- kenny@nuts.com
Julius Feinson -- jf3222@aol.com
Dan Hirsch -- danhirsch518@gmail.com
Jeff Schulman -- jlschul@optonline.net
▢ Platinum Event Sponsor ...................................... $10,000
Includes a reserved table for 10, a prominent display at the event entrance,
and a two-page spread in our tribute journal.
▢ Gold Event Sponsor ............................................... $5,000
Includes a reserved table for 10 and a two-page spread in our
tribute journal.
▢ Silver Sponsor........................................................... $3,000
Includes a two-page spread in our tribute journal.
▢ Back Cover................................................................. $2,000
▢ Inside Front or Inside Back Cover ..................... $1,800
▢ Gold Page .................................................................. $1,500
▢ Full Page .................................................................... $700
▢ Half Page.................................................................... $360
▢ Quarter Page............................................................. $250
▢ Eighth Page .............................................................. $125
▢ Individual Listing .................................................... $54

Why stop now when we have been working on this for so long?
For the past few months, the planning initiative core leadership team
along with a few others have been having many conversations with
members of our community and have been consistently asked about
the three issues noted above. These issues are being addressed by
other committees within Neve Shalom and that work is on-going. The
community has expressed the desire that this work be further along
before being comfortable financially supporting the Planning Initiative
in a way that is most meaningful.

* We ask that shared ads meet a minimum contribution of $54 per family.

What happens to all the money already spent on the Planning
Initiative?
It is true that the Neve Shalom Board has approved and spent a
significant amount of money for a consultant and on other items
necessary to run the planning initiative. The leadership team and the
Board have learned a tremendous amount about how to do this
successfully and what issues are of most importance to our
community. While we have not yet hit our financial target, we have
pledges close to 300% of what we invested in the process.
What are we going to do about all the repairs we have been told
need to be made to the building?
There are many repairs and upgrades that need to be made including
the roof repair and the bathroom/plumbing upgrades. The Board will
be discussing these issues and will use funds pledged and discuss ways
to pay for these repairs and upgrades as soon as possible. The Building
Committee led by Julius Feinson is currently getting quotes and
architectural drawings necessary for these highest priorities.
I am ready to pledge and was waiting for someone to contact me.
What do I do now?
While we are putting the Planning Initiative on hold, we are available
to discuss your opportunities to participate and any concerns or issues
you would like to talk about. Please contact the office or Steven
Schneider and we will be happy to sit down with you.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Steven Schneider, Andrea Colby, Jeff Schulman, Lawrence Dombrow
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Dream Weavers in the Neve Shalom Loom Room
L’Dor V’Dor
By Rhoda Grossman

T

he 27th day of Tishrei, 5780 (10/26/2019). What a wonderful day to
experience and remember. It was our third grandson, Samson’s, bar
mitzvah. I had needlepointed a tallis bag for all of our grandsons but
Samsons’ tallis bag had something extra special in it – a tallit woven by
Samson’s four grandparents! It was all because of Cory Schneider’s
encouragement. I must admit that it took at least a year before I
consented to weaving the tallis. Since Sammy’s other grandparents lived
quite a distance away, I knew that I would have to be doing most of the
weaving.
As it turned out, once I started, the weaving went faster than I
imagined. And the tallis was a tallit gadol (double-sized tallit) which
meant that I would in essence be weaving two tallitot. I was amazed at
how easy it was and how quickly I finished the weaving. The finishing of
the tallis went smoothly as well. The last thing that had to be done to turn
the woven cloth into the tallis was to tie the knots on the tzitzit and say the
blessing. It was wonderful to see Samson’s excitement when the tallis
was unwrapped and the significance of the embroidered corners and
collar were explained. We all met for a wonderful afternoon. Each of us
had our own tzitzit to tie.
The ceremony of placing the tallit on Samson at his bar mitzvah was
done in such a wonderful way. Our son Craig wore his grandfather’s tallit.
(Samson is his namesake). They both stood under Sammy’s
grandfather’s tallit while the grandparents held the four corners as high as
we could. As I stood there watching and hearing our son bless his son,
the emotions were overwhelming. How blessed we are to live to see
these phenomenal experiences. In our family, the passing of tallitot, as
well as the Torah, from one generation to another makes for wonderful
memories and a great tradition. L’dor v’dor!

The grandparents:
Rhoda & Jerry Grossman,
Nonnie & David Checkoff

L’dor v’dor:
Grandparents, father and son

Become a Dream Weaver
Have your own “priceless” experience by weaving a tallit,
tallit gadol, tallit bag, challah cover, matzoh cover, afikomen bag
or even a chuppah!
Make an heirloom for yourself, with or for someone special.
Give it a try!! You can do it!!
For more information and to schedule your time on the
loom, contact:
Cory Schneider at
717-574-1807 or
corstan65@gmail.com or Jennifer Bullock at 732-906-8565 or
rnjbullock@aol.com.

O

n Friday evening, March 20, Neve
Shalom presents Dr. Uriel Abulof
(pictured, left) as our guest speaker. Dr.
Abulof is a senior lecturer of politics at
Tel-Aviv University. He is a research fellow
at Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson
School and at the Truman Institute. This
year, he is a visiting Professor at Cornell’s
Department of Government. Dr. Abulof
studies the politics of fear, happiness and hope, social movements,
existentialism, nationalism and ethnic conflicts.
His talk at Neve Shalom is titled “Living on the Edge: The
Existential Anxiety of Israel and Jews.” He is a great speaker and we
welcome members and non-members to think about issues faced by
the people and country of Israel. After the 7:30 pm service, he will
speak and then while we eat desserts he will answer our questions.
Dr. Abulof is the recipient of the 2016 Young Scholar Award in
Israel Studies, and leads Princeton, online course, HOPE: Human
Odyssey to Political Existentialism, awarded top online course for
2018, and #1 of all times in political science and philosophy (Class
Central).
Dr. Abulof’s recent books include The Mortality and Morality of

Nations (Cambridge University Press, 2015) and Living on the Edge:
The Existential Uncertainty of Zionism (Haifa University Press,
2015), which received Israel’s best academic book award (Bahat
Prize).
Dr. Abulof is also the co-editor of Self-Determination: A
Double-Edged Concept (Routledge, 2016) and Communication,
Legitimation and Morality in Modern Politics (Routledge, 2017). He
is currently working on three book projects: From Existential
Conflict to Coexistence (on the Israeli-Palestinian clash), Abyss &
Horizon: Political Existentialism and Humanity’s Midlife Crisis (on
the mismatch between objective peace and prosperity and
intersubjective unease), and Death, Meaning and the Pursuit of
Meaning (on what makes us human – in and beyond politics).
Dr. Abulof’s articles have appeared in journals such
as International Studies Quarterly, International Political
Sociology, Nations and Nationalism, British Journal of
Sociology, European Journal of International Relations, Perspectives
on Politics, Society, Ethnic and Racial Studies and International
Politics.
For more information contact Hazzan Levin at:
Hazzan@NeveShalom.net. There is no admission fee and the
program is open to the public.
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Book Corner
I

am very excited about the upcoming Donald and Ruth Kahn Book &
Author Event on March 22 (programs begin at 10:00 am with free
refreshments at 9:30 am). Whatever your relationship with reading –
I hope you will join me at this event.
As I have I previously shared in this column, I am an avid reader
and especially enjoy historical fiction, realistic/family fiction,
biography/memoir, and anything having to do with Jews and Judaism.
Reading enlarges my world – to history, different people and different
cultures, others’ lives and experiences, and to the human experience.
I enjoy immersing myself in a good story with fascinating characters.
Reading engages my imagination and learning about other people
helps me make sense of my own life.
I am confident that the stories of the authors at the event will
engage your imagination and deepen your knowledge. Indeed, the
authors are driven to understand people and history in writing their
books. I hope the following interview experts from the three authors
will whet your appetite.

By Amy Artman

“I had just moved to Ann Arbor to teach in 1994, and the Unabomber
manifesto [written by Ted Kaczynski] came out in The Washington
Post … I have had many students who were young men, were bright—
and were angry. I’d always taken them as my special projects… Often,
I broke through and we became close. I thought many of them were in
a lot of pain. I was interested in Kaczynski. The more I read about him,
the more I began to feel for him. If I’d read the manifesto and
recognized the words of a former student, would I have turned him in?
I’m interested in radical action, in what shaped him…I was interested
in the issues Kaczynski brought up in the manifesto—he was trying to
alert us to the dangers of technology, of climate change. I wanted a
professor who would have taught someone like Kaczynski and could
speak to the same issues.”
Cherise Wolas
On her writing process and what role did see religion playing in the
novel and in the lives of her characters in The Family Tabor - “… when
I begin a project, I have a growing sense about the people, and the
ideas are percolating, and there are questions I’d like to figure out
answers to with them, and it’s a journey we take together…. Writing is
how I intently listen to them tell me who they are, the problems
they’re having, their hopes, dreams, secrets, issues, what they want to
do, how they want their stories to go…When I began writing the novel,
I never expected religion, or faith, or religious identity to play any
substantial role… But with anti-Semitism and hatred for immigrants so
loud and ugly again in this country and throughout the world, the
Tabors and their various relationships or responses to the faith of their
ancestors compelled me to be courageous and brave and follow their
explorations.”

Talia Carner
On how she first learned about the women she writes about in The
Third Daughter who were trafficked from Russia to Argentina in the
late 19th century - “I stumbled upon a short story by Sholem Aleichem,
“The Man from Buenos Aires ”… and my interest was piqued. The
story about the businessman on a Russian train who brags to the
author about his riches back in Buenos Aires, yet never reveals the
nature of his enterprise, left me with unease, just as the author had
intended. I figured that he was a pimp.” On what she learned from
that particularly surprised her - “… the sheer fact that such a
meaningful chapter in history was hiding in plain sight, and so many
people who know Jewish history had never heard of it.”

Interview excerpts are from “Book Q&As with Deborah Kalb” (http://
deborahkalbbooks.blogspot.com/)

Eileen Pollack
On how she came up with the idea for The Professor of Immortality -

From Our Rabbi….Eric Rosin
(continued from page 1)
a community which is dedicated to the enterprise of meaningful
Jewish education.
As I read through this story year after year, I am struck by
the way that its impact has deepened for me over the years. It
began as a thrilling account of a spectacular historical event. It
developed into an explanation of how the diversity of Jewish
experience and understanding enhances the richness of our
spiritual inheritance. This year, it helps me to accept that that
the imperative to listen respectfully to each other comes with
the obligation to work together in order to develop the
individual and communal skills that will help us to explore and
articulate our individual experiences of God’s presence. I can
only wait impatiently to see how it will unfold further over the
years to come.

If you would like to include the name of
someone who is ill (including yourself) to be
recited for a Mi Sheberach (prayer for healing)
when the Torah is read, please e-mail the
Hebrew (preferred) or English name of that
individual to Steve Gross
at stephang@optonline.net.
You may also contact the synagogue office by
phone with this information.
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We Gratefully Acknowledge
and thank the following generous contributors to our funds:
Chumash Fund
In Honor Of.................................... From
Stanley Schneider, Happy 80th
Birthday ........................................... David and Michele Reissman
Community Kiddush Fund
In Honor Of.................................... From
Neve Shalom ................................... Bernice Bloom
Barbara and Eliot Spack,
happy anniversary ........................... Flora Cowen
Sid Krane's 90th Birthday ................ Flora Cowen
Stan Schneider’s Birthday................ Jeff Schulman and Miriam Arnheim
Neve Shalom ................................... Lisa and Daniel Spiegel
Neve Shalom ................................... Sandra Goldberg
In Memory Of .................................. From
Melvin Lavin .................................... Martin and Judith Slutzky
Education Fund
In Honor Of.................................... From
Emily Lanton on her bat mitzvah ..... Martin and Judith Slutzky
Jordan Gibney Krashen,
on her bat mitzvah .......................... Martin and Judith Slutzky
Logan Schuetz, on his
bar mitzvah ..................................... Martin and Judith Slutzky

Prayerbook Fund
In Memory Of ............................... From
Earl Schlitt........................................ Ira Schlitt
Rabbi Gerald L. Zelizer Scholar-In-Residence Fund
In Honor Of ................................... From
Rabbi Zelizer, happy birthday .......... Flora Cowen
Susy Schwartz Fund
In Honor Of ................................... From
Barbara Spack, thank you for
your help with our tallit ................... David and Michele Reissman
In Memory Of ............................... From
Arlene Blustein ................................ Seymour and Renee Bromberg
Tikkun Olam Fund
In Honor Of ................................... From
Judi Harrison and Stephan Gross ..... Flora Cowen

Friends Of Neve Shalom Nursery School Fund
In Memory Of ................................ From
Steven Koster .................................. Edward and Marian Szteinbaum
Steven Koster .................................. Jan and Jay Lillianthal
Joseph Rabinowitz ........................... Peter and Carol Hacker
Melvin Lavin .................................... Peter and Carol Hacker
Ner Tamid Fund/General Fund
In Honor Of.................................... From
Stanley Schneider’s 80th birthday ... Alan and Janet Arnowitz
Cory Schneider, thank you for
your help with our tallit................... David and Michele Reissman
Morris Gelber's Birthday ................. Edna Sherber
Sid Krane's Birthday ........................ Edna Sherber
Stan Schneider’s Birthday................ Marion and Murray Mohl
Morris Gelber’s Birthday ................. Martin and Judith Slutzky
Sid Krane’s Birthday ........................ Martin and Judith Slutzky
Stan Schneider’s Birthday................ Martin and Judith Slutzky
Neve Shalom's New Menorah ......... Metuchen Improvement League
Sid Krane's 90th Birthday ................ Robert Berkowitz and Ethel Chevlin
David and Marcia Yellin ................... Sara Ullman
In Memory Of ................................ From
Frieda Wink ..................................... Alan and Donna Wink
Philip Borack.................................... Alan and Iris Borack
Arlene Blustein ................................ Bernice Bloom
Melvin Lavin .................................... Cory and Stanley Schneider
Barnet Ginsburg .............................. Marcia Horn
Yahrzeit ........................................... Eric Neugroschel
Hyman Kaufman .............................. Irwin and Joyce Slurzberg
Yahrzeit ........................................... Jamie Israel
Walter Bullock ................................. Jennifer and Richard Bullock
Melvin Lavin .................................... Lawrence Dombrow
Abraham Fineman ........................... Marlene Fineman
Rochel Leah Rawitz.......................... Marlene Fineman
Yahrzeit ........................................... Murray Simon
Aaron Schreiber............................... Philip Schreiber
Arlene Blustein ................................ Stanley and Marilyn Loewenthal
Betty Ethel Jacobs ........................... Tyreen Reuter
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ENGLISH DATE

HEBREW DATE

DECEASED’S NAME

MOURNER

3/1/2020

05 Adar

3/2/2020

06 Adar

3/3/2020

07 Adar

3/4/2020

08 Adar

3/5/2020

09 Adar

3/6/2020

10 Adar

3/7/2020

11 Adar

3/8/2020

12 Adar

3/9/2020

13 Adar

3/10/2020

14 Adar

3/11/2020

15 Adar

3/12/2020

16 Adar

3/13/2020

17 Adar

3/14/2020

18 Adar

Joseph Tilbor
Miriam Schulman
William S. Freiberg
Mortimer Gray
Rose Mendelson
Fannie Zucker
Debra Greenberg
Moe Wineberg
Celia Korbman
Alan Richman
Rachel Stanly
Milton Spiegel
Aron Weiser
Harold Galenson
Morton Fields
Nelson Mantel
Pearl Kaplan
Erving Freihon
Sam Parisi
Jack Braun
Victoria Goldstein
Eleanor Hershkowitz
Judith Steinhardt
Emma Rose Rabinowitz
Risa Bass
Nancy Schluger
Gershon Robinson
Rose Leslie
Carmine Serratelli
Fred Blum
David Kass
Morris Burbe
Sidney Rickles
Rose Ludwin
Joel Mendelson
Evelyn Fitzel
Evelyn Greene
Ronald Narode
Harry Isaacs
William Rabb
Reubin Reichel
Aaron Samuelson
Ernest Marburg
Jeannette Nelson
Betsy Weinstein
Leon Simet
Hilda Moses
Ruth Blum
Douglas Kessler
Deborah Anes
Brian Caplan
Seymour Lanton
Harry Mendelson
Isidore Kaplan
Norman Nacht

Father-in-law of Beverly Tilbor, Grandfather of Mark Tilbor
Mother of Jeffrey Schulman
Father of Marian Kaufman
Father of Roberta Geller
Mother of Barry Mendelson
Mother of Beverly Tilbor, Grandmother of Mark Tilbor
Mother of Jonathan and Bruce Greenberg
Father of Larry Wineberg, Friend & Companion of Marcia Horn
Grandmother of Florine Kaplan
Father of Lincoln Richman
Aunt of Ronald Becker
Father of Daniel Spiegel
father of Steven Weiser
Uncle of David Yellin
Husband of Sandra Fields
Father of Stuart Mantel
Mother of Aimee Braverman
Father of Arthur Freihon
Grandfather of Mindy Osterman
Brother of Marlene Fineman
Mother of Fredda Robinson
Mother of Lisa Heskes
Wife of Ralph Steinhardt, Mother of Susan Steinhardt
Granddaughter of Sheila Rabinowitz
Sister of Seymour Tabak
Aunt of Carol Hacker
Father-in-law of Fredda Robinson
Mother of Gary Leslie
Father of Thomas Serratelli
Father of Karen Newman
Grandfather of Eric Goldman
Father of Carole Semel
Father of Eileen Freihon
Mother of Elliott Ludwin
Father of Judy Richman
Mother of Shelley Lampf
Mother of Joyce Leslie
Brother of Karen Zuckerman
Grandfather of Elyse Schulman
Husband of Ellen Rabb, Father of Laura Rabb
Father-in-law of Karen Reichel
Father of Herbert Samuelson
Father of Stephen Marburg
Mother of Eleanor Massey
Grandmother of Barbara Parkoff
Husband of Judith Simet
Mother of Elaine Goldstein
Grandmother of Karen Newman
Brother-in-law of Lawrence Dombrow
Wife of Ronald Anes
Father of Joel Caplan
Father of David Lanton
Father of Barry Mendelson
Grandfather of Lawrence Dombrow
Father of Eric Nacht
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HEBREW DATE

DECEASED’S NAME

MOURNER

3/14/2020

18 Adar

3/15/2020
3/16/2020

19 Adar
20 Adar

3/17/2020
3/18/2020

21 Adar
22 Adar

3/19/2020

23 Adar

3/20/2020

24 Adar

3/21/2020

25 Adar

3/22/2020

26 Adar

3/23/2020

27 Adar

3/24/2020

28 Adar

3/25/2020

29 Adar

3/26/2020

30 Adar

3/27/2020
3/28/2020

02 Nissan
03 Nissan

3/29/2020

04 Nissan

3/30/2020
3/31/2020

05 Nissan
06 Nissan

Benjamin Lechman
Louis Dombrow
Mildred P. Levin
William Polay
Jack Seckler
Betsy Raymond
Nathan Zinaman
Nettie Alpert
Joseph Bromberg
Solomon Sern
Edward Schupack
Seymour Kaplan
Alice Cohen
Sarah Freiberg
Lillian Israel
Lena Greenberg
Doris Sherman
Elka Zibman
Caryl Abrams
Willy Labendz
David Epstein
Seymour Tilbor
Irwin Levin
Herbert Garber
Phyllis Balsky
Jennifer Berman
Roman Okner
Sanford Lampf
Oscar Wilsker
Al Pasmanik
Claire Moskowitz
Irene Goldberg
Lee Reiter
Claire Grossman
Sol Horowitz
David Baras
Rose Gary
Miriam Teitelzweig
Gertrude Unger
Shari Case
Philip Balaban
Harriet Seifman
Michael Grodzicki
Mary Weiser
Marcy Moishe Cordero
Nathan Becker
Rose Goldman
Isidor Grande
David Zolkin
Beatrice Uram
Harry Ludwin
Lee Bochner
Albert Glinn
Roger Newman

Father of Yetta Gelber
Grandfather of Lawrence Dombrow
Mother of Robert Levin
Father of Nita Polay Levin
Father of Marilyn Miller
Cousin of Keith Boxer
Father of Rhoda Grossman
Aunt of Richard Bullock
Father of Seymour Bromberg
Father of Stacey Sern
Father of Karen Reichel
Father of Michael Kaplan
Mother of Judith Cohen-Wade
Mother of Marian Kaufman
Mother of Philip Israel
Great-Grandmother of Mindy Osterman
Mother of Judith Sherman
Mother of Rena Kallman
Sister of Barbara Spack
Father of Abigail Garb
Father of Gary Epstein
Father of Mark Tilbor, Husband of Beverly Tilbor
Father of Sheldon Levin
Father of Edward Garber
Mother of Cindy Steinbach
Daughter-in-law of Iris Berman
Cousin of Sandra Goldberg
Father of Mark Lampf
Father of Miriam Kafker
Father of Francine Cohen
Mother of Marilyn Tessler
Mother of Edna Sherber
Mother of Lori Shery
Mother of Gerald Grossman
Father of Susan Keller
brother of Renee Bromberg
Mother of Herbert Gary
Mother of Judith Slutzky
Mother of Sandra Wunder
Sister of Hope Serratelli
Grandfather of Susan Kashan
Cousin of Mindy Osterman
Father of Gladys Leibowitz and Bernard Grodzicki
Mother of Steven Weiser
Father of Barbara Du-Bois
Son of Ronald and Christine Becker
Grandmother of Eric Goldman
Father of Helene Epstein
Uncle of Jeffrey Schulman
Mother of Susan Levinson
Father of Elliott Ludwin
Aunt of Martin Slutzky
Uncle of Adam Glinn
Father of Jonathan Newman
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WE ALL SCREAM FOR EGG CREAM
G

By Chef Lon

seems to be more of a Ashkenazi “thing” as opposed to a culinary
item that would be considered Sephardic. Which may have you
asking – what is the difference between the two?
“Ashkenazi” refers to Jews that come from areas in Eastern
Europe (although the word Ashkenaz translates to “German”). 80%
of modern Jews are from Ashkenazi decent. Sephardic Jews are
those that live or have ancestry in the areas around the
Mediterranean Sea. However, a study in Nature Communications
showed that if Ashkenazi Jews were to take those ancestry test,
they would find that genetically, they all came from the Middle
East). Also note that Sephardic Jews deriving from more easterly
places may be called Mizrahim.
Although the Sephardim and Ashkenazi Jews share the same
religious beliefs, there are many differences in
practice and
traditions. One of the
differences is in the observance of
Passover. I remember being surprised one year when we were
invited to a seder hosted by Sephardic friends and being served
rice. The eating of latkes (potato pancakes) for Chanukah was
originally an Ashkenazi tradition and the eating of sufganiot (jelly
donuts) was a Sephardic one – but as an Ashkenazi myself, I have
eaten them since childhood. Yiddish is considered by some to be a
“Jewish language,” but it is really one used by Ashkenazim; Ladino
is considered to be the language of the Sephardic. Centuries ago
(1000 CE), when Rabbi Gershon ben Judah tried to abolish
polygamy, it was adapted by the Ashkenazi of the time, but
rejected by the Sephardim. There are more differences, but too
many to include here.
March 15th is National Egg Cream Day. To celebrate, go down
to your local fountain shop and have a frothy egg cream. More
likely than not, you will have to make your own. Everyone has their
own recipe and likes it a different way, and it is fun to experiment
to make the perfect egg cream. Without giving away any family
secrets, here are some personal tips: – I prefer more milk than
seltzer; seltzer from tap is better than bottle; stir quickly while
pouring the seltzer and/or chocolate into the milk; and use whole
milk (or else it will not foam properly). I have recently begun
experimenting with flavored seltzers, and I have enjoyed the
raspberry flavors the most.
For an unabridged version of this article visit https://
foodhistoryreligion.wordpress.com/.

rowing up in Brooklyn
there was a fountain shop
around the corner from my
house which was reminiscent of
the malt shops and soda jerks of
only a prior decade or two.
Besides newspapers, magazines,
cigarettes,
and
other
miscellaneous items for adults,
they also sold things that
appealed to us kids like comic
books, candy, and packs of
baseball cards. One fixture that
held our youthful attention at
the shop was the fountain bar
that ran along one side of the store. As a kid, we were not allowed
to sit at on the tall stools unless accompanied by a parent, but
every now and then my father would treat me to a “drink.”
Although they served ice cream floats, my favorite was the egg
cream.
The beverage, egg cream, is ill-named. It contains neither
eggs nor cream. There are only three simple ingredients: seltzer,
milk, and chocolate syrup. Although the ingredients are simple,
creating the perfect egg cream with the correct amounts of each
component and in correct order, is nothing but.
One possible origin of the egg cream has Jewish roots. A
young star in European Yiddish theater named Boris
Thomashevesky came to New York in the 1880s to help bring
Yiddish theater to America. While in Paris, he had tasted a
chocolatey drink popular at the time called chocolate et crème. The
concoction was made with chocolate syrup, soda water, raw eggs
and cream. After arriving stateside, he asked a storeowner on the
Lower East Side to make him one of these drinks. It is possible that
the soda jerk did not have the ingredients, or it was too expensive
to make with these ingredients, so he came up with a less
expensive alternative, a modern version of the egg cream.
The etymology of the name itself may have derived from the
German name for egg – echt. In Yiddish, it could be translated as
“genuine” or “real” – and may have evolved into “good cream.”
A second (and more probable) origin also had Jewish origins.
A Jewish candy shop owner in New York named Louis Auster may
have “invented” or at least popularized the beverage in the early
1900s. It was reported that his store on the corner of 2nd Avenue
and 7th Street would sell 2,000 egg creams a day. [Fast fact: Auster
rented his store from the owner of Ratner’s Dairy Restaurant (a
legendary kosher venue), and it was a few doors down from the
Yiddish Second Avenue Village Theater).]
The main ingredient of the drink is the syrup. By the second
decade of the 20th century, one brand became synonymous with
egg creams – Fox’s U-Bet chocolate syrup. Herein lies another
Jewish tie-in. The syrup was created by Jewish immigrants Herman
and Ida Fox in Brooklyn in 1895. Because the syrup was kosher, it
appealed to the Jewish immigrants making and purchasing the
beverage. [Side note: Soda shops were big business in the early
1900s, but it had a sinister side. For more info, read “City Lore: No
Egg, No Cream, No Ethics.”]
Although egg creams are not definitively Jewish, the beverage

Cheers,
Chef Lon
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Know someone who needs help?
Don’t Keep It Under Your Hat!
Know someone in need of help during an illness, after
surgery, after the birth of a child, please contact the
Mitzvah Mission.
No Mission Is Impossible!
tikkunolam@neveshalom.net
732-858-1764

HAIMM

MONUMENTS FOR
ALL CEMETERIES

MEMORIAL CENTER
10 MAIN STREET
732-634-8500
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
732-634-1521
800-729-0582
Fax: 732-750-0120

GOLDSTEIN
FUNERAL CHAPEL INC.
We value the dignity and the sanctity of the
Jewish soul and we uphold and maintain
reverence for the Jewish tradition.
Exclusively Jewish Operated
Conveniently Located
Large Chapels
Martin Goldstein, Mgr.
N.J. Lic. 4025
2015 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison
732-777-0032

Commercial Litigation, Collections and Bankruptcy
Nationwide
SAMUEL and JOY GRAFTON

POPPER and GRAFTON - ATTORNEYS AT LAW
225 West 34th Street
Suite 1806
New York, NY 10122-1600
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Neve Shalom
Jewish Community Center
250 Grove Avenue
Metuchen, NJ 08840
732-548-2238

March 2020 — Adar/Nisan 5780
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